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after i had done the fm professional, it dawned on me that there was a lot more that could be done
with the tools i already had. in 2006 i started to add all the things i thought people would like in a
personal radio station. my first batch of features was the recorder, a simple sound recorder that

stores all your audio recordings in mp3 format, and the statistics, which calculates how loud a song
is and outputs this information in a nice user interface. the statistics is based on a test i did with a

list of common music samples. in 2009 the statistics was completely rewritten and a lot more
features were added, and in 2010 i added a histogram of the spectrum, which shows the spectrum in
different ranges, based on the equipment in use. the clipper was also rewritten at this point, which
resulted in better and more dynamic audio, and there was also added a new graphic equalizer. a

new feature was also added, which lets you load presets from your hdd (in fact, you can load presets
from any filetype you want) to make your station more personal. of course, these presets can also be

generated directly from the clipper. the audio tools in stereo tool are written in java, so theres
nothing to worry about. just unzip the program and double click on the stereo tool icon and it will

start, as long as java is installed. theres no need to do anything else. if you encounter any problems,
they will be in the log files in the folder where you installed stereo tool. if you have problems with the

log files, you will need to start the program again, because there will be no log files after the first
time you run it.
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if everything is fine, everything is just as it should be. double click on the stereo tool icon, and you
will be asked to enter your password (it will be a bit ugly, but not too ugly, because the password

field is too small). a welcome screen will appear, where you will see the following message: but i do
have a question, my headset has a built in compression, which sounds really good to our ears, i am

assuming this is what stereo tool uses as its preamp too, but it does it automatically from the
settings menu and i wonder how i can make stereo tool do that? well paul, well done for putting the
time into a simple and easy to use tool to enhance and improve the quality of your audio, and at the
same time keep it fun. youre a remarkable person with a great mind and thats why your such a great
person to talk to about this. and remember, all this is for free! hey paul, thanks for writing back! im
glad you like the article and i appreciate your kind words. ive been thinking about building a device
like this, its quite a challenge because i dont have an amp (i get too loud) and i dont want to go and
build one. with stereo tool i can add filters and effects to the mpx output, and i can create a sound

library with presets. hey paul, i was wondering what the best method of integrating stereo tool with a
media player would be? i've seen some people use the amp pro media player and run its decoder

with stereo tool, is there a different/better method? additionally, you can at present personalize the
stereo tool interface through capsule and meter controls and profiles. all stereo tool configurations

can be saved to a profile and all presets can be renamed, which makes it easy to remember and you
can load them on the fly. 5ec8ef588b
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